Circular

Ref: FIMT/IQAC/BCA/2023

Date – 17/10/2023

FIMT-School of Information Technology is organizing a **Guest lecture** for the students of BCA on 23rd of October, 2023 i.e. Monday at FIMT Campus (Wing ‘A’ auditorium) (**Under the IQAC- Internal Quality Assurance Cell**). All the Students will have to assemble in the college premises at 9:30 AM sharp.

Please make sure you follow all the terms and conditions mentioned below during the **Guest Lecture**:

1. Students are required to be in formals (Black/Blue Trousers/White Shirt/Black Shoes) and carry their Identity cards.

2. It is mandatory to attend **Guest Lecture**.

3. It is mandatory for the students to maintain proper discipline during the entire Guest Lecture and act according to the instructions provided to them from time to time during the Guest Lecture. In case of any indiscipline the college authority will debar the student from such **Guest Lecture** in future.

**With warm regards,**

Mr. Shashi Kant Tiwari  
Assistant Professor  
FIMT

Prof.(Dr.) Saroj Vyas  
Director, FIMT
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